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PREFACE
This paper on Blac.k Serious Composers is written wit h the hope
that it can be used as a supplement in the teaching of music history or
general music on the seconda1·y level.

Most students in the schoc·ls are

aware onl) of the Black musicians of Blues , Jazz, and Rock.

They do

not know that Blacks have also written other types of music.
The composers in this study arc

p1·escnted in chronological study.

Current textbooks provide a very limited and incomplete account of Black
music.
The school says to the black student 'We will admit
you into our school to study music. You may have deficiencies because you are culturally disadvantaged. Of
course, it is our music you will study, because your music
is not really that important-you know, spirituals and jazz
and things like that. ' If Black mus-ic is not coordinated in
the music curriculum there will be wLit<' students ·who lack
formal contact with musical ideas and blacks who, u..Tlaware
of the extraordinary musical genius of ou1· race, may for 1
sake a potential career. 11
11

...

Inominique-Renc De Lerma, 11 Black Music Now!", Music
Educato1.·s Journal, Yolo 57:3 (~nvember , 1970), 25-9.

INTRODUCTION

The· story of Black Musk goes back to Africa whexe music was
used to record the past, to make the present more tolerable , and to
make the future more secure.

There were so many languages and dia-

lects that wriUng was impractical.

Therefore music was transmitted

orally, and this oral tradition b~carne the foundation for the development
of Black music in thP New ·w orld .

Many Africans were taken to the deep

south where they h:arned the speech of their English and French masters .
To this new speech t h ey add~cl their own music and produced songs that
wet·e u:.. c u to provide comfort, to accompany labor, to learn facts , and to
share religion.
Many of the slaves also taught themselves to play the less clifficult
instrnmc.:'nts, such as the violin and flute.

On the larger plantations slaves

were taught hy professional musicians who traveled to various other plantations giving in struction in piano, violin, fiute , and rrcnch horn.

Some

of the white students took the ir slaves v,.-ith them to the College of William
and ~via1·~r in Wil]iaxnsburg; Virginia.

There the slaves lived in the rooms

of tltei1· masters b cause the only separate quaxters available were for
Indi<ut .;tt.dcnts .

These slaycs attended music classes with their masters

anu lc:-nned to pJay various instruments.

In the two decades befo:re the

Civil Wa1:, ther.' ·,vere a few fl.·ee black~ whc were competent musicians .
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Several of these musicians went to Europe because there they would not
be hindered in their career because of color.
After the War Between the States , the musical life of America re sumed.

From all parts of Europe, and especially from Engl and, profes -

sional musicians came to settle chiefly in Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Charleston, and )Jew Orleans where they taught piano, harpsichord, and
vjolin.

In New Orleans, some of the French, German, and Italian musi -

cians who were associated ...vith opera companies and orchestras taught
black students, who themselves became music teachers, composers, and
conductors .
Almost the entire first group of post-slavery black

composer~

may

be regarded as Nationalistic in the sense that they consciously turned to
the folk music of their

O'\vn

people as a source of inspiration for their com -

posed music in all fields--concertmusic, show music , or dance music .
They were excellently trained and, consequently, they knew hew to write
music in the traditional European style when they wanted the music to sell.
The instrllrncntal composers wrote program music, drawing heavily upon
cl aractcr:slic Negro melodic idioms and dru cc rhythms.

The song writers

set the poem:i of Black poets to music and made vocal and choral arrange ments of spirituals and other folksongs .
In terms of printed music available, Black composers can be traced

back only as far as 1820.
far as c. 600.
type of music.

Hi.sto=ically, though they can be traced back as

Since that time Black composers have written every known
Many of the compositions were not pubbshed or were
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published late.

The composers in the field of concert music generally

pursued a career first as a performer or a teadte1·, thereby insuring
a more secure profession for themselves .
One of the first Black music teachers in the new nation was Ne'\vport
Gardener (1746-182.6? }, a slave who was sold at the age of fourteen.

It

was arranged for him to study with Andrew Law, a composer who was one
of Arrlerica ' s first music critics and the author of several music texts.
Gardener taught himself to sing and to read muf'ic.

Through teaching and

the sale of seve·ral of 1, is compositions he was soon able to purchase freedom for himself and his family.

One of his anthems was performed in a

Boston concert in 182.5.
There is only limited biograph ical material available for a great
many of the Blackmmposers, especially the very early ones and the later
ones of today.
study.

These names will be included in a list at the end of this

4

OUHAB, MABED IBN

Mabcd Ibn Ouhab, son of a Negro father , was born a s l ave in
Medina, Saudi Arabia.

As a slav~ he tended flocks for his master but

was given the chance to take music lessons from Saib Khather Kachith.
Two famous singers heard Mabcd singing one of his beautiful
" lahns" (melody) one day and summoned him to the Calif to sing for
him.

The ruler was so impressed he presettted him with 15, 000 pieces

of gold and sent him back to Medina .....-here he hccame famous as a
singer and composer.
Mabed died at Damascus, Syria, i!1 the palace of tl·c reigning
Prince in 628.
His music was described as having had all the beauty of the
Oriental cantilena, a smooth - flowing melody.

5

SANCHO, IGNATIUS {172.9-1780 )

Ignati us Sancho was born to slave parents on board a slave ship
off the coast of Guinea en route to the Spanish W est Indies in 17 29 .

His

father committed suicide rather than submit to slavery and h i s mother
passed away early .
Ai the age of two, Sancho was taken to England and given t o three
sisters.

The Duke of Montague saw ho"v he was mistreated, befriended

him and gave him an opportunity to go to school i n England.

The Duke

gave the boy the name Ignatius when he had him baptized at Carthagena,
in Spain.

The surname ''Sancho" '\t.'as afte r Don Quizote ' s Sancho.

the Duke died, the Duchess of Montague made Sancho he r butler.

After
Upon

her death she provided h i m with an annuity .
Sancho later married a young woman from the West Indies and had
six children.

He opened a grocery store to supplement his funds .

In

addition he wrote pamphlets and composed pieces of music, a number of
which were published.

One of his publicat)a....ls was A Theory of Music .

Sancho died December 14, 1780 and was buried in Westminster,
i n Englard.

6

de SAINT GEORGES, CHEVALIER (1745- 1799 )

Chevalier de Saint Georges was born at Basse- Terre, Guadaloupe ,
December 25, 1745.
fn.thC'r .

He was a creole, son of a Negro mother and French

I-lis father , a comptroller general, left him a. comiorta.ble inheri-

tance which enabled him to go to Paris where he became a
elite c1·owd.

tl'E

mber of the

His flamboyance made him a popular idol of the day.

While in Paris , Chevalier became a pupil of Franrois Joseph Gossec ,
the French composer and conductor of the Paris opera.

In 1772- 73,

Chevalier performed as violinist in two of his o1·iginal concertos at the
Concert des Amateurs.

These first hvo composiuons were followed by

six original string quartets.

His work is contemporaneous with that of

Johann Christian Bad (1772) and Haydn (1768).

Chevalier ' s works were

w1.·itten in the style of the day - late n-=troque and Classical.
Aft~r gaining fame as a violinist, Chevalier followed Gossec as

director of tl c Concert des Amateurs, and continued to compose.

In

1777, he turned his attention to the theatre , where he produced "Ernestine"
a comedy in three acts.

The libretto, written by someone else , v.·as un-

appealing so the work did not sur\rh·e.

Only fragmentary melodies exist.

In 1778, Chevalier wrote a new comedy, "La Chasse ", which included

several Ariettes.

That same year he wrote a second series of quartets

which secured for him the position of director of the conc erts a t t he theatre
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of Mme de Montesson.
His musical career was interrupted briefly when he accompanied the
Duke of Orleans irto political exile.

He later returned to Paris to resume

his musical activities.
In 1761, Chevalier became one of the gendarmes of the royal guard and

for two years was captain of the National Guard.
concerts with other famous artists in Paris.

TUring this time he gave

After being accused of making

private use of regimental funds, he was dismissed from the service.

He

was imp1·isoned for over a year before being reinstatcrl as commander of his
regiment.
Chevalier died a poor man on June 2, 1799.
cated black composer of a serious nature.

He was the first authenti-

His quartets were de scribed by

Frederick H . Martens as being written in a clear, flowing, ethereal style.
His melodies in the rondos well characterized the sentimental and melancholy
mulatto.
His "The Annonymous Lover" is in the Library of the Paris ConservatorY.
The existence of many of his works can be verified by title only since the
music has long since been lost.
the past 200 years.

Only one of his works has been reprinted in
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BRIDGETOWER. GEORGE POLGREEN (1779-1860)

Geoxge Polgreen Bridgetower was born in Biala {or Viala } Poland
in 1779.

His father, John Frederick Bridgctower was au African, who

had emigrated to Poland.
descent.

His mother, Marie Ann, was of German Polish

They were the parents of two sons , H. Bridgetower, a cellist,

and George Bridgetower, a violinist, who was concertizing throughout
Europe at an early age .
At the age of ten, George had taken Paris by storn1 with his first
majo1· violin concert given April 13, 1789.

The next year he repeated his

success in London at the Drury L~.ne Theater where he , ..as sponsored by
the Prince of Wales, who later became George IV.
In a letter written by Abt Vogler , on July 7, 1790, and recorded in

Bossler ' s Musical Correspondence, we read,
"On Wednesday, June 2, I attended a concert in Hanover
Square, where tv1o yoW1g heroes of the violin vied 'vith each
other, and all lovers of art and music for three 11ours enjoyed
the most pleasing entertainment.
The quartet was by young violin virtuosi , whose combined
ages would not be forty ye;n·s, and playing which surpasses
every expectation. The fh·st Yiolin was played by CFrar..7]
Clement from Vienna, the se2ond by CGeorgi} B~·idgetO\\·Cr of
Africa who is ten yea15 old. "
Bridgetowcr ' s parents recognized hjs musical ability early and did
ZMaud Cuney-Hare, Negro Musicians and Their Mus ic, (Washingt on,
D. C .: The Associated Publishers , Inc. , 1936).
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their best to develop it.

One of his teachers was Franz Joseph Haydn.

3

He also met Beetnoven, who became such an admirer and friend that
they appeared in concerts together.
In 1790, John Bridgetower was in London with young George, who
had become known as a violin prodigy of exceptional gift and talent .
this time his mother was living in Dresden with her other son.

At

While in

London, B1·idgctower attended the Handel Commemoration and pulled
organ stops for Lhe organist, John Bates.

He was also engaged as a per-

former for the Haycln-Salmom concel'ts of 1791, and the concerts of
Barthlemon in 1792 and again in 1794 when he played a concerto by the
violinist, Viotti.

George continued to study even after becoming first

violinist at the home of the Prince of Wales at Brighton, England.
Beethoven wrote of him at this time ,
"At home , on May 18. Although "''e have not spoken,
J do not hesitate for all that , to speak of the bearer, Mr.
Bridgetower, as a master of his instrument, a very sk-illful virtuoso worthy of recommendation. Besides concertos,
he plays in quartets in a most praiscworth manner and I
wish very much that you would make him better known. He
has already made the acquainta11ce of Lobkowitz, Fries and
many othex distinguislted admirers. I believe that it would
not be \.mwise to bring him some evening to Theresa Schon4
feld1s who I know has many frie,1ds . 11 - Beethoven
Dridgetower was considered one of the outstanding violinists and
composers of his day.

In 1803 he asked the assistance of his friend,

Beethoven, in one of his conccxts .

This was "vi.llingly given and the

first of a series of concerts by these two artists took place in May.

5

3, 4nussP11 L. Adams, Great Nc·groes, Past and Present, third
echtion, (Chicago: Afro-Am Publishing Company, Inc., 1969}
5 Maucl Cun,~y-Hari..', Negro Musicians and Their Music, (Washington ,
D. C.: The Associated Publishers, l11c ., 1936

-
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Beethoven became the first interpreter of the famous
Sonata" of Beethoven.

"Kreutzer

The sonata had been written for Bridgetower

but after an argument over a female acquaintance of both men, Beethoven
ded1catcd the sonata to Rudolph Kreutzer, of Paris. 6
Little is known about Bridgctower's later life altl ough he continued
to give concerts in various count1·ies.

The date of his marriage is also

unknown, but he is said to have outlived his wife, and to have bequeathC'd
the surn of $5, 000 to his wife's sister, a Miss Drake.

A daughter, who

lived in Italy is said to have been his only offspring.
nridgctowcr's \VOrks wcr(. -.vorthy of notice.
the British Museum bear his signature.

6cuncy-Hare, op . cil., p . 8.

Manuscripts found in
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SNAER, SAMUEL {1834- ?)

Samuel Snaer was a native of New Orleans.

He was a pianist,

violinist, cellist, instructor of violin and piano, and organist at St.
Mary ' s Church, as well as a composer.
Modesty prevented his publishing many of his pieces.

After

composing a piece he would pass the manuscripts around to his friends
and many of these were never returned to him . 7 However , "Sous sa
Fenctre",. which he \vrotc at eighteen, was published by Louis
Grunc·wald in New Orleans.

He also composed popular dances of the

day-polkas, mazurkas, quaddlles , and waltzes .
Snaer studied string and played violin in a number of European
orchestras.

7 James M. Trotter, Music and Some Highly Mus i cal People
(New York: Charles To Dillingham , 187 8).
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BARES, BASILE (1846-?)

Basile Bares was bol·n in New Orleans, Louisiana, January 2,

1846.
After moving to Paris, he began his studies under Eugene
Prevost, director of the Orleans Theater and the opera house orches tras.

Bares studied harmony and composition under Pro:fesso1· Pedigram.
The dance compositions of Bares were very popular.

pieces for piano, written in the style of the period, show an

His salon
effective

usc of the glissando, an embellishment that was in vogue and that be
bad heard in the ·Mexican and SpanisJ Creole music of New Orleans .

In 1867 Bares performed at the Paris E>..-position.

-
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BUR LEIGH, HAHR Y T.

(1866-1949)

Harry T. Burleigh was born in Erjc, Pennsyvania, December 2,

1866. He was the g1·andson of a blind slaV'e who bad been dismissed by
his Maryland owners when he was unable to work.

His mother , although

a college graduate, supported the family by working as a janito1· in a
local school and later as a maid, after he1· husband's death • . Burleigh
oftc·n accompanied hi5 mother to the home of the Russells where she
worked as a maid.

Here he hea:rd several pianists who entertained in

the drawing room.
Burleigh had litrle formal training in music, until !1e wa::> twe11ty six, although he did sing in the churches and synagogues of E:ric whenever the opportunity arose.

It was there that his musical talent was

recognized by the mother of composer Edward MacDowell.

In 1892 she

succeeded in obtaining for Burleigh a scholarship to the National Conservatory of Music in New York.

There he had the opportunity of

studying with Christian Fritsche, Robin Goldmark and John White,
composers and teacher of composition.
was teaching there at the time .

He also met Anton Dvorak who

They became fl'iends aad spent many

evenings together writing music and singing.
About 1898 Burleigh began to compose songs of his own.

At first

these were sentimental ballads in the popular style of the time , but later
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as hi~ skills developed he turned his talent to writing fine poems.

In

1900, when he became a music editor with G. Ricordi and Company, he
began to publish his compositions .
Later he received an honorary Master's degree from Atlanta
University and an honorary Doctor of .lv1usic degree from Howard
UniVl'rsity.

Then in 1917 he was recipi••nt of the Spingarn Award for

dh tinguishef1 contributions to the p1·ogrcss of the Negro in Music.
Burleigh ~;ang at the St. Geo1·gc Episcopal Church in New York,
ancl was the first Negro to sing at the Temple Emmanu-El in New York.
During the 1900 1 s he concertized extensively in the United States and in
Europe.

llis appearances in England :in:;luded a command performance

before King Edward VIIo

Or. one occasion when he sang a composition

by Padercwski, lhe pianist himself played the accompaniment.
Burleigh was the earlist of the black nationalistic composers .
ll<~

was also the first Negro to achieve national distinction as a composer,

arranger and concert singer.

He has won an international reputation in

the special field of the art song.
manner of fjn(: a1·t songs.

His Negro Spirituals are set in the

There is always a keen sense of melody that

in never overpowered by the accompaniment which sets and sustains a
dominant emotional mood throughout the song.

The chromatic Larmonies

used within the basically diatonic coloring do not distroy the balance between piano and vocal line.
Burleigh's 11fhe Young Warrior','
a marching song of the Italian Army.

inspired by World Wai.: I, became
!-lis

11

Ethiopia Saluting The Colors 11 ,

-
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based on a poem by Walt Whitman, tells of a black slave woman watching a United States army passing in review.
song in the minor mode.

The simple melody of the

There is no actual spiritual mebdy but the

idiom is definitely Negroid, with a great deal of syncopationo The accompaniment, in a steady four beat meter, represent the marching feet of the
army.
Burleigh wrote over ninety songs, more than fifty choral pieces
and fifty arrangements of spirituals for the solo voice.
12, 1949 jn Stamford, Conneticut.

He died October
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COLERIDGE- TAYLOR, SAMUEL {1875-1912)

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor was born in London, England, in 1875 .
His father, an African from Sierra Leone, was a physician who was a
member of the Royal College of Physicians and tl1c Royal College of
Su1·geons.

But this career was ruined when he

b,~came

negligent in his

medical duties, so he deserted his wife and son and returned to Africa..
Thus Samuel remembered little of his father, even though he was encouraged by his mother to write him regularly.
Ilis mother was an Englishwoman, Alice Hare, who remarried
and raised her son in Croydon.

Her second husband was a man named

Evans .
Coleridge-Taylor was given a chiJd's violin at the age of five and
was taught the elementary positions by Banjamin Holman, his first
teacher.

He did not use a large violin until he became a student at the

Royal College of Music.

His second teacher was Joseph Beckv;ritho

From his apartment 'vindo,v,

Beckwith tad ·watched Coleridge - Taylor

playing marbles with one hand while holding his vjolin in the other.
Beckv,rith, inh·igued by t11is, invited the lad in to play for him.

He later

stated,
"At one of my pupil's concert he was so small that I had to
stand him on some boxes that he might be seen by the audience

..
17

above the ferns. 11 8
Coleridge-Taylor was described as being very shy during his boyhood.

He was well liked by his classmates but had no close inhmate

friends .

He was frequently called upon to play for the class or lead them

in singing.

On one occasion, at the age of nine, he had to write an ori-

ginal setting to ••God Save The Queen 11 and the class was required to
learn to sing it.
In J 890, he entered the violin department of the Royal Academy

of Music and graduated in 1894 with honors.

In 1895 he won the Lesley

Alexander Prize in Composition.
While he was still a student at the Royal Academy, Novello and
Co :npany published his anthem,

11

In Thee 0 LOl·d 11 •

In 1893 he gave his

first chamber music concert at which he played tl ree of his own compositions .

He subsequently gave frequent performances of chamber music

while at the Academy.

In 1896, one of his symphonies was performed un-

de1· the direction of Sir Charles ViUiers Stanford, a composer and professor at the Academy.
In l 899, Coleridge-Taylor married Jessie

s.

Fleetwood w·almsley,

a young English girl whom he had met while a student at the Royal College
of Music.

They had two childl·en, Hiawatha and Gwendolyn, both of whom

became musicians .
Coleridge-Taylor supported himself for a while by public appearances and teaching violin at the Croydon Conservatory of Music.

In 1902,

8 w. c. Berwick Sayers, Samuel Colel·idge-Taylor---Musician.
Life and LeHel·s (London: Cas';"cll and Company, Ltd. 1915).

His
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he became conductor of the Royal Rochester Choral Society, and in 1904,
In 1906 he founded the String

director of the Handel Society in London.
Players 1 Club in Croydon.

During this time he was also professor of

composition at. Trinity College of Music.

He appeared as guest conduc-

tol." of many orchestral and choral organizations outside England, particularly in performances of his own music.
States were made in 1904, 1906 and 1910.

His three tours to the United

The last year of his life, he

was professor of music at the Guildhall School of Music.

He was the

first musician of African blood to receive world recognition.
After hec...:ring the Fisk Jubilee Singers in 1899, Colc1·idge-Taylor
became interested in musicial themes based on the folk music of the
Negro.

His symphonic works based on Negro melodies of Africa and

America became his most distinctive contributions to music.

He met

the poet, Paul Lawrence Dunbar in England, and not only performed \r..rith
him but set a few of his poems to music.
One of Coleridge - Taylor's most famous works is the "Song of
Hiawatha".

He began this work while still a student at the Royal Academy

and completed it at the age of twenty-three .

During the time he worked

on this trilogy, he was still wlknown as a composer, so he willingly sold
the copywright of "Hiawatha's . .,._ edding Feast" for a very small sum.
He received only 250 pounds for the s~.-cond and third parts of the trilogy.

In the midst of his many concert engagements, Coleridge - Taylor
suddenly became ill.

While looking over some scores that had been sent

to him, he found himself in such great pain, he broke down sobbing:
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"I am too young to die.

I am only thirty- seven.

11

But this despair was

b1·ief for he later said he looked forward to meeting such "a crowd of
musicians. '' At intervals he was semi- conscious and murmured things
about his friends and his music.

One recurring statement was, "When

I die, the papers will call me a Creole "• 9
Soon after midnight, becoming l'Cstlcss, Coleridge-Taylor thought
about his ''Violin Concerto ".

Propped up by pillows, he seemed t o i magine

an orchestra before him and an audience behind him.

Unconscious of his

surroundings he conducted the work, beating time with both arms and
smiling his approval here: and there.

The smile never left his face and

the pc:rformance was never completed.

He sank back on his pillows and

died .
The music played at his funeral included the chorale from

Hiawathc>.' s

Wedding Fca~t one line of which reads "Chihiabos, the sweetest of all singers,
the best of all musicians " This line was also engraved on his t ombstone .
The slow movement hom his unpublished "Violin Concerto i n G lviinor" ,
the compo s ition on which he was working at the time of his death , was also
pe1·formc-d along with a selection from one of his Sorrow Songs , Op. 57,
"When I am Dead, \.1y dearest".
of Mi1mehaha ' closed the service.

The fw1c1·al march from his "The Death
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FREEMAN, H. LAWRENCE (1875-1943}

H. Lawrence Freeman was born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1875.
His musical talent was evident at an early age.

By the time he was

seven he could "pick out songs and melodies by car. 1110 At ten, he
organized a boys 1 quartet, and arra11gcd music for them to sing.

He

sang soprano, played the piano and acted as director of the group.
Freeman began his formal music study when he was seventeen.
His teacher was Johann Beck, the founder of the Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra, with whom he studied composition.

Freeman left Cleve-

land and settled permanantly in New York where he worked as music
director of several opera companies.

Five of the fourteen operas he

compo::;cd were produced in either concert or stage version.
He won the Harmon A"vard for excellence in composition in 1930.

lOBcnjamin Brawley, The Negro Genius, (New York: Dodd, Mead,
and Company, 1946 ).
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JENKINS, EDMUND T . (1895 (? )-1926)

Edmund 1'. Jenkins was born in Charleston, South Carolina.

\V'nile

a student at Morehouse College in Atlanta, he was invited to make a trip
to London \Vilh the Jenkins Orphan Band, directed by his father .

There

he per fornwcl at the H oyal Academy of Music and won various prizes for
his <.:xcellt·nce on the clarinet and piano, as well as his fine compositions .
Jenkins

n~..·v<·l·

re-turned to his country but remained in Paris where he

dit:cl when lH· was little more than thirty years of age .
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WHITE, CLARENCE CAMERON (1880-1960)

Clarence Camcxon W}.ite was born in Clarksville, Tennessee in 1880.
lie sp<•n1 his early cl1ildr ood in Oberlin, Ohio, where his father practiced
medicine.

After the death of his father, White 1 s mother remarried and the

fanlily moved to Washington, D. C. where he attended public school and
later Howard University.

After graduating from Hov.,rard, Vlhite studied

at the Conservatory of Music in Oberlin, Ohio, with the hope of becoming
a concert violinist.

He then returned to ·washington, D. C . where he tool-

a position as a violin teacher in the newly founded Washington Conservato-·f
of Music and in the public schools.

Subsequently he taught at West Virginia

State College for six years, then later at. Hampton Institute.
W'tite moved to London where he continued his studies in England with
the Hussian violinist, Michael 7..acharcwitsch .

He was also first violinist

in the String Players 1 Club of Croydon which was conducted by Samuel
Coleridge-Taylor .

In 1928, W'1itc visited Haiti to study folk - lore and to

collect musical material.

Two years later he was a·warded a fellowship

by the Rosenwald Foundation to study in Paris with Raoul Laparra.
there, he completed an opera,

11

1

\ rnile

0uangc.. 11 , which is based on the life of the

Haitian liberator, Dessalines.
Among the awards received by White were the Harmon Foundation
Award, the David Bispham Medal for his opera, and the Benjamin Award

..
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in the category of "tranquil music" for his "Elegy".

He also received

an honorary Master of Arts degree from Atlanta University and an
honorary Doctor of Music degree from Wilberforce University in Wilber force, Ohio.
The first published works of White were salon pieces and teacring
materials written in the conventional style of the time.

He later turned

to the folk music of his people as a source of inspiration for his work.
His arrangements of spirituals and \'iolin compositions arc based on
these idioms .

..

....
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DETT, ROBERT NATHANIEL (1882-1943)

Robert Nathaniel Dett was born in Drum '11ondsvillc, Ontario, in

1882. In this Canadian community were former slaves \vho had escaped
f1·on1 the United Stales.

Il was h·om these ex-slaves that Dett heard the

old spirituals as well as the new spirituals they had created after arriving
in Canada.

While still a boy, his piano playing gave c\·idence of a sym-

pathetic touch and talent in improvisation.

At the age of fourteen Dett

played a recital in which he performed selections of Beethoven, C~-topin,
McDowell, and even some of his own little pieces.
Deb. obtained his early mu~ical training at the Niagara Falls Collegiate Institute and at the Oliver \'.'illis Halstead Con scrvatory in Lock port, New York .

In 1908 he reel ivcd the Bachelor of Music Degree from

Ob<>rlin Conservatory in Oberlin, Ot1io.
For a tLrce year period starting in 1908, D(;tt toured briefly as a
co 1ccrt pi<Utist while teaching at Lane College in J'tckson, Tennessee
and the Lincoln Institute 1 in Jeffc'!:son City, Missouri.

In later years be

continued his musical studies at the Ame1·ican Conservatory of .1\fusic in
Chicago, the Univer5ity of Pennsylvania, and at Harvard.
Harvard, he won the Bowdoin Prize for an essay,

11

While at

Thc Emancipation of

Neg1·o Music 11 and the Francis Boott Pdzc for motets on a Negro motive.
At Columbi?. University Dett studied with Arthur Foote.

..
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Dctt received an honorary Master of Music degree from Eastman
School of Music, and honorary Doctorate degrecsfrom Howard University
and Oberlin College.

In 1929 Dctt traveled to France to study with Nadia

Boulanger at the AmericarJ Conservatory at Fontainebleau.

He received

the Palm and Hibbon Award from the Royal Rclgian Band in Europe.

Among his achievements Dett organized the Musical Arts Society at
Hnmpton Institute.

Dctt also taught at Sam Ilou.:.ton, in Tylc1·, Texas

and Bennett colleges in Greensboro, North Carolina, and maintained a
music studio in Rochester, New Yo1·k.

In Canada he organized and Jed a

one hundred voice all white choral group in the celeb1·ation of Mw;ic Week .
Dett also conducted a Negro WAC chorus in Battle Creek, Michigan during
World War II anddevelopedexcellent choral groups at Hampton Institute,
Lane College, and Lincoln University.
Dett's compositions encompass both racial and nonracial themes .
His "In The Bottoms" suite gives pictures of moods or scenes peculiar
to Negro life in the river bottoms of the Southern sections of North
America.
"Prelude", the first in the suite, is nightfall.

"His Song'' is the

song of a supprc::;sed Negro who sits in the quiet of evening impro\·ising
an air to satisfy a nameless yearning of the hea1·t.
U1e colloquial term for endearment.

a sunshine morning or the waters .

"Honey" expres:ses

"Barcarolle" paints the pleasure of
"Dance (Jlba)" portrays the social

life of the people . "Juba ' 1 is the stamping on the ground ·with the foot
and following it with two staccato parls of the hands in 2/4 time . Some -

p
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times all would join in to urge on a solo dancer to more frantic cndcavors.

..
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PRICE, FLORENCE (1888-1953 )

Florence Price was born in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1888, but
settled permanently in Chicago .
She was a graduate of the New England Conservatory of Music,
in Boston, Massachusetts, where she studied with George Chadwick
and Frederick Converse .

Further study was done at Chicago Musical

College and the American Conservatory of l\1usic in Chicago .
In 1925, s 11e earned the Wanamaker Award for her "Symphony in

E Minor" which has since been performed by the Chicago Symphony
under the director of Frederick Stock.

She has compost!d a number of

solo concertos, organ works, and chamber music.
Negro woman to win recognition as a composer .

..,

Price was the first

..
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STILL, WILLIAM GRANT (1895 -

William Grant Still, born in Woodville, Mississippi in 1895, has
a racially mb:C'd backg1ound of American Indian, Negro, Irish, and
Sp<:~nish blood .

His father, a graduate of Alcorn A & M College in

!vhc;sissippi, was a cornetist, a music teacher , and leader of one ofthe lo-

c~ll brass band5. When Still "vas th·ce months old, his father died arrl
his mother, who was also a teacher, took him to L ittle Rock, Arkansas
to li\'c with her mother and sister .
Dul'ing Still's early childhood, his mother and grandmother often
sang spirituals to him.

When he was nine years old, Mrs . Still married.

Charles B. Shepperson, a postal clerk, who had such a great love for
opc·ratic mush.· he saved enough money to buy a phonograph and a large
colJection o~" classical music .

The phonograph was the wind - up type and

everyone in the household always had something to say about the speed at
which the recordings wer~ played .

Still became so interested in music,

he began to neglect his chores to listen to the recordings . He also attended
operas that came to Little Rock .

His ~tep-father would buy the librettos

and explain the stori~s and the music to him .
family woulc1 discuss the opera.
nwnls of the orchestra.

After the performance , the

St.ill soon learned to identify the instru-

His favorite was the violin.

One <lay, in the privacy of his "workroom 11 , Still began working on

..
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something very secretive.

The family had no idea what he was up to but

when they discovered the stepfather's tools missing, they assumed that
he wa~ making a boat.

However, at the end of the week, he emerged

with a hand-made violin that actually played.

He was then able to play

along wHh the recordings of co certos on the violin .

His parents soon

bought him a violin and arranged for lessons.
At the age of sixteen, Still graduate< from high school as class
valedictorian.

He wanted to study music.. but his parents objected and

suggested science ol· medicine.
he obeyed.

Although this was not what Still wanted,

While studying science he continued to play and compose .

!-Ie was selected violinist of a new:fly formed string quartet at Wilber force College in Wilberforce, Ohio, wherclc \vas enrolled.

When he did

not approve of the music he wrote new pieces . While they often did not use
the acc<'ptt d law of instrumentation and sometime had parts missing, the
composition were interesting.
While at Wilberforce, he learned to perform on the oboe, baritone,
piccolo, and other wind instruments .

lie substituted for players during

concerts or rehearsals when they were ab~ent.

He also assisted players

who were having difiicultics with their parts, which helped him in his
knowledge of orchestration and arranging.

He was soon elected band

leader.
Still spent his money buying books and scores of music and attend ing concc1·ts.

He recc:ived help from his teachers and on severaJ occa -

sions had his compositions played by the band and orchestra.

..

>
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Samuel Coleridge-Taylor was Still's idol.

He studied Coleridge -

Taylor's music and also tried to wear his hair in a

11

bush" like his idol.

But he soon gave up after his straight hair would not stand up .

He decided

to be g1·cat enough to . .vcar his hair )n any ~tyle that suited him .
Du1·ing summer vacation, Still composed serious classical
and cntcrl.!d it in contests all oyer the country.

music

He had few successes

because his music was such a departure from convention, the judges
we1·c unnb]c to understand \.vhat the music or the composer were trying

..

to say.
Still talked to his mother again about changing his major to music
and about transferring to Oberlin Ccllege.

But she insisted that he re -

turn to \'iilberforce and complete his science courses because she knew
that most 1'\egro musicians ·were economically insecure.

So he returned

to Wilberforce. Although not really interested in his courses, Still
managed to get fairly good grades.
he left school and began to drift.

Then two months before graduation,

He worked as an office boy, and also

w1·ote arrangements for and played with W. C. Handy's band in Memphis ,
Tennessee .

But he soon tired of traveling with the band because of dis-

crimination p1·acticcs in lodging and meals, the late hours of performing,
the early p1·actice houn> and the small pay,

l:>O

he left the band.

A small inhc1·itance from his father enabled Still to attend the Oberlin
Conservatory of Music i1. 00crlin, Ohio, where he studied composition.
Aftc1· a year, he returned to New York and accepted a job as the record -

ing director of the Black Swan Phonograph Company.
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L ater grants made it possible for Still to attend the New E ngland
Conservatory of Music in Boston, Massachesetts, where he began the
serious study of composition under the American composer, G eo r ge
Chadwick, and Edgar Var~se, the avant-garde French composer.

F or

\

some time Va ··ese had wanted to teach, without fee, a talented Negro to
write in an avant - gardc style.

Still studied with Varese for two years

and developed his compositional skill to a hig} level.

He had fi r st met

Chidwick in 1923 when the "Shuffle Along" Orchestra with which he played
landed in Boston.

Chad,...rick, who was president of the conservatory

gave Still a scholarship and taught him the importance of writing "Ameri can" music.
During World War I, Still enli::.ted in the Navy as a mess attendant .
This was the only job available to a Negro except for that of a steward.

I

When his superior officers discovered his musical ability, he was put to
:work in the officer's mess playing the violin.

I

About 1925, Still decided to devote himself to the development of
the Negro idiom and the treatment of Negro subjects in his programmatic
works, thus dra,ving inspiration from the folk music of his peopl e .
In 1935 he worked as an arranger and staff composer for WCBS and

WNBC radio in New York.

His arrangements for Donald Vorhees on

WCBS led to commissions from such persons as Paul Whiteman, Artie
Shaw, and Sophie Tucker.
The first public performances of Still' s serious compositions cen tered around his works involving "twentieth century" techniques .

..
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Later he dre\.v away from '-his style and used his <'xperience with modern
idioms in forming

his own style.

He wrote:

"Melody, in mf opinion, is the most important musical
clement. Aiter melody coma;harmony; then form, rhythm,
and dynamics. I prefer music that suggests a program to either
pure or program music in the strict sense. I nnd mechanically
produced music \·aluable as a means of study; but e vcn at its
best il fails to satisfy me completely.
The exotic in m•1sic is certainly desirable. But if one
loses sight of the conventional in seeking strange effects, the
r<'sults arc almost certain to bl' so extn·ml~ as to confound the
faculti<.'!:i of tlH· listeners. Still, compos('rs should never confine themselves to materials ah·cady inv<'nted, and I do not beliL'vc: that any one tonality is of its~lf more significant than another.
I am mabie to understand how one can rely solely on feeling
when composing. The tongue can utter the: letters of the alphabet.
'but it is the intellect alone that makes it possible to combine them
so as to form words. Likewise a fragment of a 1nusical composition may be conct ived through inspiration or feeling. but its
development lies altogether within the realm of intellect:. "9
The whole key to Still's style is melody.
melody in its original form .

He rarely repeats a

Most of his melodies ar(' definitely Negroid .

In one sense, he is a nationalist in that he drew upon the nation's folkmusic resources as inspiration for many of hi!': works.

Not only those

of the Negro, but also those of the Indian, Spanish-Am~rican, and AngloAmerican.

For a period of ahout fifteen years Still wrote in this nation-

alist style, using all kinds of Negro music-spirituals, worksongs, blues,
jazz, and characteristic dances.

He made it a point, though, not to arrange

spirituals except when he was r-equired to do so in his comm·:nical arranging.

His piano pieces sho"'· a definite change in his style.

9william Grant Still, "An Afro-American Composer's Point of Vic'''",
in American Composers on Am<'rican 1\Iusic, eel. by Henr] Cowell (California.: SlaJlforcl :.Jniv~l.'sily Press, 1933), Chaptt.:r XXVII.
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They arc impressionistic and embrace more than one tonal plane .
Still tries to avoid listening to the ·works of others beyond getting
acquainted with them for fear of being influenced, consciously or nnconsciously. This is done because of a reluctance to assimilate what docs
not belong to him.
He further states that 11 in composing I often use
mat erial that I have had in my notebook for a number of
years . Just as often I rely on inspiration for tro material
needed. In the latter instances I seck first of all special
c.ttunement with the cosmic forces, for I believe that inspil·ation comes to man from Divine sourc<.;s. My musi• cal tastes arc quite varied although I am inclined to pre fer those composers whose trend is modern . Wagner has 10
\tndoubtcdly influenced me more than any other composer••.
Still, a very religious man, begins work on each of his compositions
v.dth a prayer.

All of his compositions bear this inscription:

humble thanks tc· Cod, the Source of Inspiration.

11

\V i th

11

Some of his "firsts 11 include his being the first Negro to employ
blues and jazz in a symphonic work.

He was writing the "Afro - Ameri c an

Symphony" at the same time George Gershwin was w1·iting his "Rhapsody
i n Blue" which also uses the blues idiom.

The

11

Afro-American SYmphony'

was performed in 1931 by the Rochester Philharmonic Symphony under
Howard Hanson.

This was the first time in history that a major symphony

orchestra had played a symphonic wo1·k written by a Black composer .
Still also became the first American Negro to lead a major orchestra
in the performance of serious music when he conducted the Los.

Angeles

Philharmonic Orchestra in one of his own compositions in 19 3 6 .
lOnavid Ewcn, ed., Composers of Today (i'l'ew York: T he H. W.
Wilson Company, 1934).

..
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He was the first Black to conduct a radio orchestra composed entirely
of white men and the first black to lead a major orchestra in the deep

south, when he appeared with the New Orleans Philharmonic at Southern
University in 1955.
Among the awards which Still has received are the Guggenheim

Fellowship, the Hosenwald Fellowship; and the Harmon Award given for
his contributions to music in 1927.
Still resides in Los Angeles ·where he enjoys gardening and making
toys for his grandchildren.

He has three children by his first wife, Grace

Bundy, and two children by his second wife, Verna Arvey, the distinguished
writer and c1·itic.

In 1945 Still entered a contest sponsored by the Ci·tcinnati Symphony
Orchestra which offered a $1, 000 war bond to the composer who v..-ould
create a suita.)le overture for performance at the celebration of its Golden
Jubilee.

Of the thirty-nine compositions submitted to the judges (identi -

fied only by pseudonyms), Still's "Festive Overture" was chosen the winning
entl'y by a unanimous vote.
His first full-lenith musical film ~core was "Pennies From Heaven".
He served as music advisor for
mu::.ic for 'Lost Horizons".

11

Stormy Weather" and wrote backg1·ound

His ·work::> for television usc have been heard

as background music for "The Perry l\ia::>on Show 11 a11d'Gunsmoke".
The composition, "Darker America", was intended to suggests the
triumph of a people over their sor.rows through ft!:rvent prayer.

At the

outset, the stroug 11 'D1eme Of The An1c ric an Ncg:ro 11 is announced by the

..
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strings in unison.

Following a short development, The English horn

announces the "Sorrov.: Theme" which is followed by the "Theme of
Hope'', played by muted brasses .

The

program for these pieces was

compiled after the creation of the music.

Still criticizes this work as

being too fragmentary and containing too much material not sufficiently
well organized.
Still ' s opera, ''Blue Steel", tells the story of a black worker of
Birmingham, Alabama named, Blue Steel .
_Haiti is the setting for Still's opera, "Troubled Island", which deals
with the life of the Emperor Dessalines, whose bricl moment of power and
glory had a tragic ending.
Langston Hughes.

The libretto is by the well-known black poet,

This was the first opera written by a black composer

to l>e produced by a major opera company.

However, the leading roles

were by white singers in blackface make - up.
The West Indies , Africa, and Harlem p1.·ovide the settings for Still's
three ballef.s .

"Sal-}dji" takes place )n Africa and calls for a chorus which

comments on the action, and a bass chanter who recites African proverbs.
"La Guiablessc", which has its stage location on the island of Martinique.
uses West Indian and Louisian<:. Creole material.
scenes in the Negro section of New York.

"Lennox Avenue'' depicts

It tells the stor] of a drunken

man from the south who has one dollar to spend in Harlem .
a young man in a crap game .
flirts "vith him to get it.

He loses it to

The young man's S'l.veetheart wants it and

The young man is unaware of the fact that h i s

" sweetheart " just happens to be marr)ed.

Her husband and the lover start
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fighting and an officer of the law comes along and breaks it up.

The

dollar is lost during the fight so a dance contest is proposed with the
dollar being the prize.

Two boys compete for the lost dollar but the

drunken man from :he south steps in and outdances them.
dollar back.
man.

He ""ins his

There arc several sounds of Harlem heard by the drunken

A philosopher is on the street speaking agai nst dissipation to the

man from the south.

He also hears sounds emerging from t he nearby

Mission, then from a rent party!:', and later from a street orator.
Finally the voices of those seeking salvation and those wanting pleasure
combine in the sound of Lennox Avenue .
all this and i s tempted by it all.

The man hom :1 e south observes

Finally, wlable to decide about how to

spend his dollar , he falls asleep on the curb of Lennox Avenue .
11

Highway I 11, an opera, is the story of Bob and Mary who work at a

service station along Highway I.

Bob and Mary had promised Bob ' s

dying mother that they would rear his younger b1·o ther , Nate .

The couple

sac rificc C'vcrything and Nate finally graduates from college .

Mary is

very happy because she knows this will be the beginning of a new life for
her and Boby.

But after graduation, Bob docs not try to find work.

stead he sleep::. while Bob and Mary work.

When she becomes sa1·castic

with him be mistakes the sarcasm for compliments.
passionate love to Mary.

Nate tries to make

When she laugl,e:s at him, he stabs her.

ueighbor, Aunt Lou, runs for the sheriff.

In-

The

Bob, thinking Mary is dead,

:::A rent party is a type of party given for the purpose of raising

money fo1· the next month ' s rent. Generally a fee is charged to attend
the apartment party where drinks and dinners are sold. There may or
may not be gamblit1g tables .

..
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decides to take the blame for his brother but Mary regains conscious ness ami identifies Nate as the culprit.

Bob falls on his kecs by Mary

as Nate is taken away.
Still was interested in the legendary continent of .Mu when he wrote
"From A Lost Co ltin~;;nt''.

Mu is said to have been engulfed in the Pacific

Ocean for many centuries.

He attempted to imagine the concept of the

music at that age .

He employs special syllables whose vowels are c>.s -

signed the Latin vowel

sound~,

thereby creating an a1·cl aic feeling.

These syllables cormote no particular meaning, but convey certain moods
and emotions.
"Old California" was written in commemoration of the 160th an nivcrsar}• of the city of Los Angelt:s.

It is programmatic music.

come the Indians, and then the SpaJlia:rds .

First

After that the Americans arrive

and the three groups merge .
"Poem for Ochestra" is based on a poem by Verna Arvey, Still's
wife.

It dcricts man undergd.ng toil and tribulation, but overcoming evil

and redeeming himself and the wodd through an understanding of God.
In

11

And They Lynched Him On A Tree 11 Still departed from a

strictly racial emphasis and attacked social injustice.

It is a joint cre -

ation d Still and Katherine Garrison Chopin, which is w1ique in that it
is scored for white chorus , Negro chorus, orchestra (or piano}, con tralto soloist and na·rrator .

Katherine Cl opin's poem was inspired by

the tragc~cl-y of mob lawlessness in regard to 1·acial prejudice in the
Unit cd St atcs.

It voj ccs her conviction that. lynching is a serious flaw in

..
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the fabric of American democracy .

This choral work tells the story of

a Negro who has just been lynched by a mob during the night.

As they

lea"c, other Negroes come out of hiding to find his dead body.

The

mother of the dead man is with them as they grope in the darkness.
tree is found and the mother sings her dhge .

The

The Negro chorus joins

her and they retell the story of the man's life .

She is heartbroken , but

as the whites and Ncgro.as sing together, the song becomes vibrant in
impartial protest against sucl. lawlessness .

There arc pleas for a new

tolerance to wipe this shadow of injustice and intimidation off the land.
"In Memoriam (The Colored Soldiers Who Died for Democracy)"

was written in 1943 .

The League of Composers commissioned sixteen

American composers to write on patriotic themes.

Still's inspiration

\vas the announcement from the press release that the first American
soldier to be killed in World War II was a Negro soldier.

He then

thought of all other Negro soldiers fighting for democracy .
"Africa", "Afro - American Symphony'', and "Syn1?hony in G
Minor" comprise a trilogy.
movements .

"Africa" is a symphonic poem in three

It represents an American Negro's fanciful conception

of the beginnings of his race .

Built on folklore, its movements are

entitled, "Land of Peace", "Land of Romance", and

11

Land of Super-

stition 11 •
"Ah·o-Amcrican Symphony'' has four movements .

Still uses a

choice of instruments which produce a peculiar "wr ining effect" in his

..
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blues movement.

In the third movement he adds the banjo to the score

because of its association with the Negro in Southern United States.
He invents his own melody and does not quote Negro folk song.

His

main purpose was to present a typically American idiom in symphonic
form.

He devised an original theme in the manner of the blues and

constructed the symphony around it.

Each movement is prefaced

with exec rpl.s from the poems of Paul Lawrence Dunbar, explaining
that the symphony was intended to portray black Americans of the
period follo . . dng
.
the Civil War, the "Sons of the Soil" .
arc (1) Longing (2) Sorrow (3) Humor (4) Aspiration.

The movements
Wnen this work

''as performed in Berlin, and audience broke a twenty year tradition
and clamored for an encore of the Scherzo from the Symphony.

The

reaction of the audience in Budapest was the same .
"Symphony in G Minor" was given the subtitle "Song of a New
Race" by Leopold Stokowski, who introduced it with the Philadelphia

Ol chcstra in 1937 .
of a program.

It was composed as abstract music, with no thought

It is the outgrowth of the "Ai1·o- American Symphony"

It points musically to changes wrought in a people though the progres-

sive and transmuting spirit of America.
Still's works for young people included "The Little Song That Wanted
to I3e a Symphony", "The Prince and the l\1.ermaid", ''The American
Scene", and a number of songs used in the major school songbook series.
M. ny of his compositions still have not yet appE;ared in print.

..
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DAWSON, WILLIAM LEVI (1898-1970)

William Levi Da'l.vson was born in Anniston, Alabama, in 1898.
He left home to attend Tuskegee Institute in Tuskegee, Alabama.

At

Tuskegee, he was given the job of caring for all the band instruments
and soon learned to play most of them.
Mter graduating from Tuskegee, Dawson attC!nded Washburn
College in" Topeka, Kansas a.J1.d later, the Horner Institute

of Fine

Arts in Kansas City, Kansas where he graduated with honors in composition.

Because of his race he was not allowed to participate in the

commencement exercises •

He conti:"lncd his studies with Felix Borowski

at the Chicago Musical College and Adolph Weidig, at the American
Conservatory.

While in Chicago, Dawson served as first trombonist

in the Chic.~go Civic Orchestra.

In 1930 and 1931 he won the Rodman

\J.fanamakcr Ccntest for composition.
Eventually, Dawson returned to Tuskegee as the director of music
and conductor of the Tuskegee Institute Chorus.

While in Alabama,

Dawson visited Birmingham to attend a concert featuring his works.
lie had to st:!ek special permission because of the strict segregation laws
there.
Dawson's most notable symphonic work is "Negro Folk Symphony;
No. 1" .

It's world premiere was at Carnegie Hall under conductor,
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Leopold St.okowski, in 1934 .

After returning fron1 a. visit to West Africa

in 1952, Dawson revised his symphony, infusing it with the spirit of
the A£1.· jcan rhythm::> he had heard the1·e.

The wo1·k is in three move -

mcnts, the fil·st and third of which a1·e in traditional sonata-allegro
11

form.

Each movement has a subtitle: Movcm<.:nt J -''The Bond of Africa

MovcnlL'nt Il- 11 Hopc in the Night''; Mo,·cmcn'..lll-"0 J...<t Me Shine !".
composer say"l about this work,

11

;

The

A link was takc·<1 out of a lnunan chain

when the first African w3.s tak.:-n from the :;bores of his native land and

..

sl<~ver(' . l3 0.1e motive appears in each movement, sometimes in

sent to

full and majestic statement, at other times in transformation .

Dawson

used original melodies v·:ritten in the style of spirituals for the first them·~
of Movement 1 and for all themes in Movement II.

He quoted actual spiri-

tuals for the second theme of ~lovement 1 and for all themes in the last
movement.

A programmatic effect \.vas achieved, suggesting such scenes

as the shout, toiling in the fields, and tl e day of freedom .
Dawson was directly inspired by Dvorak's views on nationalism in
music.

His aim was

11

lo write a symphony in the Negro folk idiom, based

on authentic folk music but in the same symphonic form used by the com posers of the European romantic-nationalistic school".

14

Hl' ha::; \vritten

several choral works and spirituals .
l3Russcll L. Adams, Great Negroes, Past and Present.
American Publishing

(Chicago:

Company, Inc ., 1969).

14 Eilcl!n Southern, T1,e Music of Black Amcric'ans: A Histor
York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1971.)

(New

Afro-
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SWANSON, HOWARD (1909-

Howard Swanson "'·as born in Atlanta, Georgia in 1909 .

His mother

was a musician and encouraged his early interest in piano, although the
family was poor.

At the age of nine, Swanson's family moved to Cleveland,

Ohio .
After graduating from high school there, he got a job as a greaser
in a locomotive roundhouse, then worked as a letter carrier and still
later as a postal clerk.

At the age of twenty, Swanson ente::-ed the Cleve-

land Institute of Music v.here he studied composition with Herbert Elwell.
He s 1pported himself during this period by working in the Cleveland Post
Office .

After completing studies at the Cleveland Institute,

s . . :anson

re -

ceived a Rosenwald Fellowship that enabled 1 im to study composition with
Nadia Boulanger in Paris for two years.

Upon his return to the United

States he \\Orked al the Internal Revenue Se:rvice of the Treasu1:y Department.

It was at this time that he began to compose intensively .

Swanson first attracted attention as a composer of promise when
contralto Marian Anderson sang one of his songs, "The Kegro Speaks of
Hivers" in a recital in Janua1·y, 1950.

His expressive songs interweave the·

text, melody, and accompaniment.
His "Short Symphony" won the New York Critics Circle Award as the
bcs1 uew orchestral work during the 1950-51 season.

It is predominantly

..
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ncocJassical in Lcxturc and has been described as "an attempt to apply
fugue principle to the sonata-allegro scheme ".15 It has three movemcnts:

Alleg1·o Moderato; Andante; Allegro Giocoso-Andante Con Moto.

s,•,anson's aim in this work was to achieve "the depth, seriousness,
and intensity inht'l·ent in a large work". 16

The ~C<.:(Iud movement is in three-part song form ( A B A ) with
cmph<lsis on call and response between instrument~ of contrasting
timh1·cs .

Th~o.• final movcll)ent is a sonata-rondo.

Its contrasting sec-

tion~ differ in tl rnpo as well as in musical material .

15Gilbert Chase, America's Music (New York: l>.1cGraw-Hill Book
Company. J 966 ).
16Eilccn Southc rn, The Music of Black Americans: A History
(N ew York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1969).

..
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BONDS, :t-.1ARGAHET (1913-

Margaret Bond~ was born in Chicago, Illinois.

She received en -

couragement in her study of music from her mother , an accomplished
organist, and also from the National Association of Nt•gro Musicians
which gave her several scholarships .

Margaret Bonds earned a master's

degree in music from Northwestern University, in Evanston, Illinois, and
later studied at Julliard School of Music in New York. She is the re cepienl of a Rosenwald Fellowship, a Roy Harris scholarship, and a
W anamakcr Av.·ard.

Her compositions include sevc·ral scores for st.age in addition to a
nurnber of concert pieces .

..
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KAY, ULYSSES (1917-

Ulysses Kay, born in Tuscon, Arizona in 1917, came from a very
musical family.
violinist.

llis mother and sist·~r were pianists and his brother, a

Kay was the nephew of Joe "King''Oliver, the New Orleans jazz

cornetist who taught Louis Armstrong to play the trum?ct.
learned to play the piano, violin and s?xophone .

At school he> participated

in the glee club, marching band, and dance orchestra.
studied piano, violin, and saxophone .
him cornet until he was older .

Kay soon

Kay 1 s "Uncle Joe

Privately he
11

refused to teach

He wanted Kay to learn to play the piano

first because he considered it the basic instrument b e st suited for providing the full harmonic and textural content of mu~ic .
I n 1938, Kay graduated from the University of Arizona with a degree
in public school music .

Music theory fascinated him so he left Arizona

for New York and entered the Eastman School of Music where he received
his Master of Arts degree in composition.

He also studied at the Berkshire

Music Center and at Yale with Paul Hindemilh.

A brief visit to the home

of William Grant Still during his college years encouraged Kay in his
determination to become a composer.
Kay was drafted for military service during World Wa1· II.
the Navy, he continut.~d to compose and arrange .

Wbile in

lie also played saxo-

phone, flute, piccolo, and piano in the Navy Band.

After the war, Kay

..
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studied composition at Columbia University on a Ditson Fellowship .
Kay was one of four American composers sent to the Soviet Union
by the United States State Department in 1959.

The purpose of this de -

legation was to cstablisl contacts and exchange experiences with SoYiet
composers .
"The youngest of our guest, Ulysses Kay, "vas re prescntc;d at the concert by an overture, "New Horizons" .
This small-scak wo1·k expresses the indiFputable creative
talent of its composer . He served in the Second World
War, btlicving that with the comi.ng of peace, new bright
horizons would be discovered as in so poetically related
to t1 c overture ..•... , not suspecting that, alas, the sky
would again be cove red with clouds . " 1?
After his trip to the Soviet Union, Kay was sent on other musical
missions to Yugoslavia, Italy, France, and England.
In addition to the Ditson Fellowship, Kay has received a Julius
Rosenwald Fellowship, a Ford Foundation Grant, a Prix de Rome for
residence at the American Academy in Rome for the year!;> 1949-50 and
1951-52,

1

George Gershwin Prize, a Fulbright Schola1·ship to Italy, and

a grant from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

His most recent

awards have been a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1964 - 65 and honorary
Doctor of Music deg1·ees from Lincoln College in Jefferson City, Missouri,
in 1963 and from Bucknell University in Le·wisburg, Pennsylvania, in 1966 .
He has also won several prizes for his works.
S incc 1953, Kay has worked as music consultant for Broadcast Music,
Jnc . , in Ne-.v York City.

He has also served as visiting professor of music

17shaporin, Pravda, trans . by Theodore tvlelncchuk and Robert
K.Lrlowich, October 17, USSR

..
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at Boston University and the University of C'llifornia at Los Angeles.

In

September 1968, he was appointed Professor of Music at Herbert II. Lehman
College of the City University of New York .
Kay's music contains a mixture of both neo-classic and romantic
elements.

He has evolved a polyphonic style that utilizes the procedures

of imitative counterpoint with great freedom and freshness.

The majority

of his wo1·ks are written in the traditional forms - overtures, concertos,
suites, symphonies, quartets, and cantatas.
/

In 1948 his distinguished film score for "The Quiet One" launched Kay
into composing for this medium.

Continuing this work, he has scored

several films as well as various televis10n documentaries for CBS and NBC.
One of

1

is compositions, ''Markings" is in tribute to the late United

Nations Secretary G

~ncral,

Dag Hammarskjold.

"Serenade" \vas written in the classical tradition .

It is almost a

symphony, with four movements, a moving elegy and a bustling finale .

Kay

prefers contrapuntal elaboration and melodic variation to the nineteenth
century sonata principles. however, and has paired the movements slowfast, slow-fast, in cightcentJ c ntury manner.

F
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WALKER, GEORGE THEOPHILUS (1922-

George Theophilus Walker was born in Washington, D . C . in 1922.
He ""as a graduate of Oberlin College from which he received a Bachelor
of Music degree in piano.

He then studied with pianist, Rudolf Serkin, at

the C\lrtis Institute of Music where he ea1·ned an Artist Djploma in piano .
F1·om the American Academy in Fontainebleau, France, h~' received a
diploma in piano.

..

A doctor uf Musical A1·ts degree and an Artist Diploma

in piano were the results of his v.ork at the Eastman School of Music .

For

additional study, Walker went to Europl! to study composition with Xa.dia
Boulanger and piano with Clifford Curzon.
To date, \\alker has received over twenty awards, among which a1·e
a Fulbright Fdlowship to France, a Guggenheim Fellowship, a John Hay
Whitney Fellowship and a grant from the RockdeJlow

Fotmdation.

He was

awarded a Town Hall recital in New York by Efrem Z.imbalist, the opera
singer, in 1945, and later appeared as solist with the Philadelphia Orchestra under the direction of Eugene Ormandy.
Walk~:

1·

conce1·tized e:x-tensively for several years under the manage-

ment of i tational Concert A1·tists and Columl.Jia Artists .
cert

In between con -

toUl-s, he taught at the New School for Social Research in New York,

at Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts and at the University of
Colorado.

lie is presently Professor of Music at: Hutgcxs University.

"'
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Walker's "Passacaglia" from the' Address for Ochcstra has a
"ground" over which fourteen variations arc played .
No . 1" has three movements.
form.

His "Piano Sonata.

The first movement is in sonata-allegro

The second movement is theme and va1·iations based on a Kentucky

folk song, "0 Bury Me Beneath the Willo\v" .
rondo-like construction.

The third movement is of a

The first contrasting theme is based on a folk

song found in Carl Sandburg's "Songbag''.

.
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SMITH, HALE (1925-

Hale Smith was born il Cleveland, Ohio in 1925 .

After military

service he rcceiYed both a Bachelor of Music and a Master of Music
degree in composHion from tlH Cleveland Institute of Music .

He was one

of several bl::.tck artists nurtured at. the celebrated Karamu House in Cleveland, 01 io.
music.

1

In l 955, Karamu House pr<•sented a full program of Smith s

It was at Karamu also that he had the opportunity to write scores

for such stage productions as Lorca 1 s ''Y0rma'' and ''Blood Wedding".

In 1959, Smith went to New Yo1·k where he worked as music editor
for several music publishers - the Ed\r. arc! B. Marks Music Corporation,
the F1·ank Music Corporation, and Sam Fox Music Publishers .

lnl968he

was appointed to the tcacLing staff at C. W. Post College of Lo11g Island
University.

He is presently an Associat<' Prof0sso1· of Music at the Uni-

versity of Conncticut in Storrs, Conneticut.
Smith's "Evocation" is bas<.;d on a tone row with faint but definite
rhythmic affinities ·with jazz phra~ing .

His "In M e moriam-Beryl Ruben-

stein'' is a setting of poems b) Langston Hughes and Russell Atkins.
"Faces of Jazz" offers excellent material for teaching young intermediate
pianists technical and musical problems in a language familiar to them .
In "Contours for Orchestra 11 , Smith employs sc rial technique .

It has a

souncl typical of con:cmporary music in that it is dissonant and contrapuntal, with unusual combinations or orchestral sounds and emphasizes

.
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call and response relationships between the various instruments .
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PERRY, JULIA (1927-

Julia Perry, a native of Akron, 0 io, studied voice, piano, and
composition at the WestrninisteJ

C~oir

School in Princeton, New Jersey.

After rccdving her bachelor's and rnaslcr's degrees from the Choir
School, she continued her sludics at Julliard and
Center.

tl~

Berkshire Music

Later she went to work \Vith Luigi Dallapiccola in Florence,

Italy, and Nadia Boulanger in Paris, France .

Vvhile in Europe, Julia

Perry organized and conducted a series of concerts under the sponsorship of the United States Information Scrvjce.
She won the Fountaineblcau A\... a1·d and a Boulanger Grand Prix
for her Violin Sonata.

/

p
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ANDERSON, THOMAS J . (1928-

Thomas J . Anderson was born in Coatesville, Pennsylvania, in

1928.

Both his parents v:ere teachers, in fact, his mother was a music

teacher .

As a teen-ager, Anderson made various tours with a jazz

orchestra and much of his music today reflects the influence of this jazz
tradition as well as primitive and avant-garde styles .
In 1950, Anderson graduated from West Virginia State College and
t he following year received a Master's Degree in Music Education from
Pennsylvania State College.

Further study was done at the Cincinnati

Conservatory of Music, and in 1958 he earned a doctorate in composition
from the State University of Iowa .

In 1969, after post-doctoral study at

the Aspen School of Music , Anderson assumed the position of compose~·
in-residencc to the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra .
Among the awards won by Anderson arc t\\'0 MacDowell Colony
Fellowships, a Copley Foundation Award, and a From Fotmdation Award .
He has also held teaching positions at \Vest Virginia State College, Langs ton University in Langston, Oklahoma., and Tt:nnessec A & I University in
Nashville, Tennessee .
Anderson's "In l\.1.emoriam Zach Walker'' was written in memory of
Zachariah Walker who was lynched in Coatesville in 1911 .

It is strongly

influenced by jazz and avanL-garde music and based on a twelve-bar blues
structure,
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CUN~INGHAM,

ARTHUR (1928-

)

Arthur Cu mingham was born in Piermont, Nc,..,· York, in 1928 .
While still in his teens he wrote several pieces for his own jazz band.
Cunningham did his undergraduate study at Fisk University in
Nashville,

Tenn~ssee,

and received a h1astcr of Arb degree in the -

ory ancl conducting from Columbia Univc1·sity in New York .

F'I.Irther

study wa.s done at the Julliard School of Music and at the .!\1ctropolitan
School of Music with composer Wallingford H icgger.
While Cunningham is an accomplished pianist, he has also per formed as timpanist and double bass player, and on occasion, has
even conducted .

His output to date is prodigious .

He has "·ri tten

400 songs in a ballad - jazz-rock style, nearly 100 piano pieces in various styles both sacred and secular choral music, a ballet for siring
quartet, a jazz quartet, art songs, chamber works, many pieces for
jazz orchcst ra, 3 works for symphony orchestra, 19 for cl amber
orchcsh·a, sco1·es for stage works, m•lsic manuals, and works for
performance by children .

Frequently he wrote the texts, poems or

p1·osc upon which his piecC's arc based.
11

Engrams " , one of Cunni:"lgham ' s piano ,,;orks, is so titled because :

" the sounds arc memory tracings . It has no time s:ignature
and was composed from a row in three forms • . . o ri ginal,
r etrograde and min·or of retrograde, and adjusted to please

p
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my ear. It progresses from the dark of my mind to the
light of reality" . 18
This composition was '\vritten in July, 1969.
"Lullabye for a Jazz Baby' 1 wa~ written in 1969 for Andre
Kostclanetz.

It is described as:

"a scenario . • . a vignette wherein I present the several
steps which must be taken to lull a jazz baby to sleep".l9
Cunningham dcscri bes the form thus:
"patter of running feet, objections by the baby, spanks,
lullabye, serenade lullabye, l>lucs scherzo/ dream/ sugar
hill luliabyc, charleston, spank. "
One of the poems \\Titten by Cunningham, which appears before
one of his works is:
"Let Others Dream
What They Dream
I Dream Music
I Am A Source Person

My Body
Its Height Width Length And Color
Is My House
The Earth
My Estate
The Universe
lv1y Place
C~ll Me Vfhat You Will
Call My Musk
Music. ' 12 0

18&20~atal)e Hindcras, Music B} Black Com?osers, (Desto Records
DC-7102/3)

19Arthur Cunningham, The Blac.k Composer in America {Desto Record~:;
DC-7101)
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SCHUYLER, PHILIPPA DUKE (1932-1967)

Phil:ippa Duk'' Schuyler was horn in Kew Yorl< City in 1932.

Her

father, Gc orge was a black journc,list, a novelist, and editor of the
'

1

Pittl"burgl Couril'r 11 •

Her mother was a Cauc·asian.

PhiJippa'::; mother tought her to read and write simply words by
ll1<'

time sh1. was twu years old.

1\ftcr being t<·stcd at N1.'\'v York Uni-

versity, PhiJipp:t was found to have an J. Q. of 185 and an E.
cational quotient) of 200.

(edu-

At the age of three, she began ·writing poetry,

pla) ing the p::iano, and composing m·usic.
Philippa had composed ten pieces,
that age.

a.

By tl1c time she was four,

breaking Moza1·t' s record of one at

At age five, she played her first public recital at Fuld Hall

in Newark, Nc"v Jersey and was also a regular fixture at N . B. C .

When

Philippa was six, she appeared on the C. B . S. Program, "\Vc, the
Pl·oplc" wiH•rc she purformed son1c of her own wo1·ks and works by other
coinposcr::;.
Philippa's parents recognized that her I. a. would cause her to be
frust1·atcu in the public school system, ::>o the)' sent her to a private
school.

She continued to compose and by the time she was eight years

old, had pla)•ed her ov.m works

at the . Tew York World's Fair .

At the

age of ten Philippa graduated from the eighth grade of the Sacred Heart
Annunci, tion Girl :s School in New York, having finished the course
th~rc in

tbn'c years.

While in school ::;he was down-graded by her

9
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teachers to keep the other girls from being discouraged .
Philippa then enrolled in Father Young's High School in New York.
At twelve, she participated in a contc>st sponsored by Wayne University
in Detroit where she> won First and Second Prizes for her compositions
"Manhanltan Nocturne" and "R umpelstiltskin" from the "Fairy Tale

Symphony".

The same year, the Detroit Symphony Orc.hcstra played her

"Manh<1ttan Nocturne" which she had orchestrated.
After high school, Philippa did not go to college,

Instead, she was

tutored in languages, history, psychology, and oth<:r subjects \.vhile she
concertized as a child prodigy.
Italian.

She spoke fluf•nt French, Spanish, and

She made her debut at the age of thirteen, playing the Saint-Saen

"Second Piano Concerto" v.:ith the New York Philhannonic-Sym?hony.
This same program included hc1· orchestration of her own sd crzo,
"Rum:JClstilskin".

At fourteen, she repeated the performance of the

concerto with the Boston "Pops" Orchestra .
Since Plnlippa•s parents refused to commcrciali:z.c on her talent, all
the money received for these concc rts was given lo charity or used to
pay for her piano lessons .
In later years, Philippa was quoted as saying, "Only
'\\hen I was thirteen did my parents show me my clippings,
press releases, and inform me that I had had a career for
the past nine years .
Before then I had played :for enjoyJ'Yl"'nt, without the
realization of the weighty importance of c 1ch concert .
I even felt anxious, at thirteen, when I heard the New
York PhHharmonic Young People's Orchestra, under the
direction of Rudolph Gam~, give the first performance of
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my symphonic tone poem, ''t-.1anhattan Nocturne" . 'They're
playing it too slow!' I thought in anguish, to myself at the
rehearsal, and though this was remedied at the performance,
I lived years of self- torture listening to each note . . . My
teacher, Otto Cesana always insisted that I copy scores
and parts of my orchestral works myself, so I would realize
the significance of it. rr21
Town Hall recitals we rc
York by Philippa.

pres~~nted

in 1953 and 1954 in Nc'\v

She repeated this pe1·formance at Lewisohn Stadium

along with Thomas Scherman conducting some of her works.

She ap -

peared as soloist with the Brooklyn Philharmonic under Sc:igfried Landau,
whc:n they toured Spain.

From December, 1<)58 to June, 1959, Philippa

was on a world concert tour.

She returned to the United States to make

her debut at Carnegie Hall and then resumed her concert tours .
ten year period, she traveled to sixty countries .

Over a

Among the unfortunate

experiences that befell her in Africa \'·tere being kidnapped in ::i':igeria,
being poisoned in West Airica, and being in the Congo when the Revolution there broke out .

Her book, Adventures in Black and White teJls about

these and other experiences that took place during her travels .
Although Philippa had survived many ha?.ardous experiences during
her years of concert touring, she was killed in a plane crash in 1967 .

21Philippa Dukt~ Scl,uyler, Adventures in Black and White (New
York: Robe1·t Speller and Sons Publishers, Inc., 1960).

9
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FISCHER, WILLIAM (1935-

William Fischer was born in the Mississippi delta in 1935 .

His

childhood was spent in Jackson, Mississippi, and Ncw Orleans, Louisiana.
Tlis C'ducational background includes ch' grces from Xavier Univc r-

sity in New Orleans, Colorado College in Colorado Springs, and i n the
Univen;ity of Vienna and the Academy of Music in Vienna .
Among the various grants and awarcls that

Fischer bas received

arc a Fulbright Grant and awards from 'he HockcfeJh~r Foundation,
the Stern Family FUnd, and the German State Government .

Currently

he is the musical director for Atlantic Records .

IIis works include three operas, five orchestral pieces , vocal
and instrumental \vorl(s, four electronic piece::; , \\'Orks for solo in strurncnts and chamber groups, two concertos for jazz quintet and

sym 1>hony orchestra.
tape mixtures .

His electronic pieces gene1·ally call for

live -

9
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WILSO~.

OLLY (1937-

Olly Wilson, born in St. Louis, l\lissouri in 1937, was encouraged
by his p;ncnts to :>tudy music while he was still in grammar school.

As a :result, hi3 clarinet playjng in his high school band won for him a
schola.rship to Washington U n ivcrsity in St. Louis.

Afte1· receiving a

Bachelor of Music Degree thc:n::, WilSlJll earned a Master of Music
Degree at the University of llJinoj s and a Doctor of Philosophy compo sition at the Univcxsity of Iov,ra .
He has played double bass not only with the symphony orchestras of
St. Louis, l\1b:.ou.ri, anJ Ccdct.l Rapid::., h.>was, bui \dth jazz groups
well.

<t.:3

His teaching t'xperiencc has included positions at Florida A & M

Univcl·sity, West Virginia University of Indiana, and the Oberlin Conccrvatory of Music .

Jn 196 7, Wilson studied electronic 1 nusi c at the Studio for Experimental Music at the University of Illil10is .

ln 1968, he was awarded the

Dartmouth Arts Council Pri:~.e for. an elC'ctronic piece entitled "Cetus 11 •
This was the first international compC'tition for electronic compositions
and over one hundred entries hom electronic studios all over the '' orld
wf•re judged anonymously by established electronic music composers
Milton Babbit, Vladimer Ussachevsky, and George Balch Wilson.

O nly· tiHl:e of t he sjx finanlists winners

'.'l<.~re

Americans .
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The title "Cetus f! refers to ''an equatorial con stellation whose arch-lik(• configuration was suggested
to h:im by the form of the '''ork. Thiti m·.1sical struc tun' is the result of an evolutionary process in which
basically simple timbrel:>, textural combinations, and
rhythmic events become more complex before returning
ultimately to simpler relationships.
The mutation of a few basic c•lcctronic signals by
tn(·ans of filters, signal m odific•rs, and recording
proc:csscs was employed and ~..:nhanccd by means of
cc·rtain instruments ""':hich permit improvisation by
synthesized sound . .. 22
Sotn{· of the passages in "Cetus" arc improvised by Olly "\'.'ilson, others
by classic<tl tape studio procedtu·es .

The master of this work was pre-

pared on a two-channel tape and ::;hould be performed '"' ith multiple
speaker::; surrounding the auditor .
In "Piano Piece For Piano and Electronic Sound", the composer
indicates \vherc• keys arc to be struck or played in clusters; where strings
arc• to be plucked inside the piano with the fingernail; and how the piano is
to be prepared with the following items placed insid(:

(1) lighlv- eight

wood ruler with metal edge (2) tnec three inch diameter metal rings
( notebook l) pc) (3) three metal prot ractC' rs approximately 3 3/4 inches
in h.:ngth.

22EiJeen Sou ern, 1 !1( !\1usic of Black Americans :
(New York: W . W. Ncrton and Company, Inc., 1971.}

A Hi::; tory
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CHAMBERS, STEPHEN A. (1940-

Stephen A. C 1
1940.

amber~ was

born in Asheville, North Carolina in

He n·ceived his education at. the Manhattan School of Music, the

New York College of Music, and the Nc'' School for Social Rc:seach, in
New York .

lie· has been taught and infJuencc·d hy som.:! of New York's

finest young avctnt-garde cornposers and 1nusicians, among them arc Ct ouWcn-Chung

Cl arlcs ·whittcnbcro
and the •iazz experimenters Hall Overton
0

and Orncttc Coleman.

C' ambers '"·as the rcccpicnt of the Bennington Con1 -

posers' Conference Fdlo\vship four times and the AS CAP Composers'
Award three tim<'s.
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KERH, TH0?\1AS H. JR.

Thomas Kerr \.vas born in Baltimore, Maryland.

He holds

three clt grecs from the Eastrnan School of 11usic where he served on
the slaff from his junior yc·ar on.

He ha::; bl!en a

m~..!mbc:r

of the: faculty

of Jlownnl University's School of Music in Washington, D. C
seven years, and has served as Head of the piano
four.

depal·tm~nt

for twentyfor the past

In 194 2, Kerr received a Ros cnwald Fellowship in composition and

in 19·14 he won the contest sponsored by Composers and Authors of Arneri a.
One of his composition, "Anguished American Easter 1968"
(for organ) was written

0.!1

the; Good Friday after the assasination of Martin

Lut:hcr King, Jr. and performed at tlw King l\temo1·ial Sc.rvice in Washington,
D. C. at the NaLional Cathedral on Palm Sunday, 1969 and simultaneously
in cathedrals in Germany, Holland, France, and Denmark.
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In recent years, serious efforts have been made to encourage
black
an

m1lS icians

in the fields of compos it ion and conducting.

irt<'rracial orchestra, the Symphony of the New World,

St<'inbl·1g as director, was organi?.cd in 1965 .

In Ne\'.· York,
with Benjamin

It immediately established

the policy of commissioning works from black composers.

Robert Shaw,

conductor of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestl'a, ha.s commissioned wo:::-ks
by several black composers and ha::; playl'cl the works of a number of others .
Among other orchestras that frequently perform \':orks by Black

com-

pos<'l'S arc the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, the Dallas Symphony
01 chcstra, the 1v1inneapolis Sym:,hony 0 ·chestra, the Nashville Symphony
O!·chcstra under Thor Johnson, and the University of Miami Symphony
Orchestra under Fabien Sevitzky .
In 1969, the black COI'1poscr, Thomas J . Anderson, was appointed
composer-in-residence to the .Atlanta Symphony Orchestra - -a notable "first"
in the history of American music .

ln Washington, D. C. the National

symphony appointed a black, John c·nter, composer-in-residence .
Also in 1969, Paul Freeman became the associate conductor of lhe Dalla::>
Symphony Orchestra .
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OTHER BLACK COMPOSERS

I3rady , William
Connor, A . J . R .
Douglas, John T.
Hemenway, James
Williams, Henry
The composers listed above wrote ca. 1820-J 860.

They wrote the

types of pieces popular during that period--minuets, cotillions, marches,
overture's, and sentimental ballads.

The black composer, Hichard M lburn wrote the melody for the
song, "Listen to the Mockingbird" which was published in 1855 under the
name Alice Hawt"1orne (pseudonym for Septimus \'liutcr), the person v:ho
transc1·ibed and arranged the melody.
the t:.corc during the Fifties .
Billups, Kenneth
Cartc1·, Charles
Carter, John
Clark, H ogie
Diton, Carl Ros sini - 1886
Hancock, Eugene
Harris, Hobert

Milbu1·n'::. name was dropped :from
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1 lairs ton, Jesler

Hill, Edwin
Kalawant,

Naubat Khan-1600

Macarty, Eugene-1821
Da\ id Baker was born in Indianapolis, Indiana in 1913.

He re-

ccivecJ his hachc1oJ; 1 s and master's dep·ees in music education from
Indian~

University in Dloomficld, Indiana.
Baker has written over one hundred works for charn:,er groups ,

jaz~ ensembles, piano, vocal, and o.x:chcslra.

Jn addition to composing,

hl' has writt<'n three t cory manuals c•nd ~~ book on j<l zz impxovisation.
Ht• is presently teaching at Indiana University .
0 ·cl cst:ral
lh·fl~ctions - symphony orc:hestra and jazz. ensemble

Ct amber
A Summer 1 s Day in 1945 - ja~z cn::ol rnhle and tape recorder

Choral
But l ttm A Wo~·m ·· chorus, jaz.z cnsc1nh]c and string orchestra
LtJthc:ran Mass - cho1 us and jazz ensemble
Psalm 22 : A ~lodcrn Jazz Oratorio
The Beatitudes - chorus, dancers and orchestra
Noel Da Costa was born in Lagos. Nigeria in 1930.

His family

took him to the West Indies when he was very young, and at the age of
cleve , Noel and his family mO\·cd to New York.

In

NC\\'

York, ?\oel

studied at Queen~ College of the City Unive1·sity of New Yo1·k, and at
Columbia Uni\•Crsity .

A Fulbright Grant enabled him to study with Luigi

Dallapiccol<'t in Florence, Italy.
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Cham!Jcr
In the Circle (1969) four ch:ctric guitars, bass, and percussions
Art Song
The Confessional Stone - (19()9) - Soprano and ten instruments
Choral
The La::;t Judgement - (1970) - women's chours, piano, and percussions
Wendell Mo1·ris Logall was born in Thomson, Georgia in 1940.
He earned a Master's Do...:grec in M•1s:ic from Southern Illinois University,
and a Doctor of Philosophy Degree in M1tsic fron1 the State University of
Iowa.

Hs is presently teaching at Florida A & M University.
Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson was born in New York in 1932.

He-

earned his bachelor's and master's dcg1·ecs jn composition from the
Manhattan School of Music in New York.

He served as composer - in-

re:sidencc for tne Negro Ensemble Company while in New York and wrote
music for sevL•ral plays.

Perkinson became the first associated con-

duclor of the Symphony of the Ne'\v World when it was organized in 1965.
Jlc has composed music for television and radio programs, documentary
films, ballet groups, and movie films.

In 1964, the• Ford Foundation

comm:ssioned him to \":rite a concert piece for th"! black opera star,
George Shirley.
His works include ''Concel·to for Viola and Orchestra 11 , music for
the film, ''Crossroads Africa", and "Attitudes", written for George Shirley.
Fredel."ick Charles Tillis was born in G:1h·cston, Texas in 1930.

He

earned his Master of Art::. and Doclor of Philosophy Degrees in composition
at lh<' State University of Iowa.

He has written eh•ven works for conc~rt
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band or orchestra, a suite for unaccompanied viola, several wo1·ks for
solo voic~, piano, and electronic sow1ds.
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RECORDIKGS

ANDERSON,

TH0~1AS

J.

Chamber Symphony
J. Dixon, Royal Philharmonic
Composers RecoTdings, Inc. S-258
CUNNINGHAM, ARTIIUH
Engrams
Natalie Ilinderas, Piano
Des to 7102/3
Lullaby For A Jazz Baby
Hughes, Oakland Yout<, Orchestra
Desto 7107
DA\\.,.SON, WILLIAt-.1

Negro Folk Symphony
Stoko'" ski, American Symphony
Decca 710077
DETT, ROBERT NATHANIEL
Jn The Bottoms Suite
PC'rcy Grainger, Piano
D ... cca A 586
In The Bottoms Suite
l\atalic Hindc1 as, Piano
Des to 7102/3

Juba Dance (arr . orch.)
H- J. Walthe1·, Hamburg Philharmonic
MS13 7 80

L1 s len to the Lambs
Cornwall, 1\,formon Tabernacle Choir
Pnilips NBL 5012

Of
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KAY, ULYSSES
Brass Quartet
American Brass Quintet
Folkways
Choral Triptych
Pinkham, Festival Chorus and Orchestra
Cambridge
Concerto for 01·chestra
Perl~a, La Fcnice Theater Orchest1·a
Reminglon 199-173
Fantasy Variat1 ons
Lipkin, OsJo Philharmonic
Composers Recordings, Inc. S-209
How Stands The Glass Around?
What's In A Name?
David Randolph Si'rlgers
Composers Recordings, Inc.
Round Dance and Polka
Camerata, London Symphony
Composers Recordings, Inc .
Round Dance and Polka
Carnerata, New Symphony Chamber Orchbstra
London LL 12.13
Serenade for Orchestra
Whitney, Louisville Orchestra
Lottisville R ccordings 8
Sholl Overture
Hugl cs, Oakland Youth Orchestra
Dcsto 7107
Sinforda In E
Barati, Oslo Philharmonic
Composers Rcco1·dings, Inc.
Umbrian Scene
Whitney, Louisville Orchestra
Louisville R ccordings

9
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SMITH, HALE
Evocation
Nat1lic- IIindcras, Piano
Des to 7102/3
I n Memoriam- Bc ... yl Rubenstein
Shaw, Chanber Orchestra a 'd Kulas Singl.'rs
Cornpoc:;ers Hecordings, Inc. S 182
STlLL, WILLIAlv[ GRANT
Festive; Overture
Lipkin, Roy«l Pllill-armonic Orc-hestra
Composers Hccorclings, Inc. S-259
Songs of Separation
HurhL:::i, Oakland Youth Orchestra ='l.nd Cynthia Bedford
Dcsto 7107
Th rce Visions
Nttalic Hinderas, Piano
D~o !)tO 7102/3
To You. America
United States Milita ... y Academy Band
Resta PFC.t-.L CB 177
SWANSO~,

l OWARD

Concerto for Orc.hestra
B . Steinberg. Rudapest Philharmonic
Silhouettes In Courage 5001/2
Night Mus1c
Mitropoulos . . r~w York Ensemble
B . AXTL 1054
Scvl·n Songs

Thigpen, GoclJ, Weber
Dcsto 6422
Short Symphon)
L itschaucr. Vienna String Opera O.,.ci.estra
Compo::;ers Recordings, Inc . S-254
V;~nguard VRS 434
Sui tc for cello and piano
C . Sll'rn and a. Bogin
SPA. 54

•
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WILSON, OLLY

Cetus
University of Illinois
Turnabout 34301
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LIST OF WORKS

ANDE.RSON, THOMAS
Orchestral

Chamber Sympl ony
11~

Memoriam Zach Walkc1·
New Dances
Squa:t· cs
Sympl ony in Three Movemcmts
Cl· amber

Personals
Band
Hotations
Piano
Fiv~ Portraitures of Two Peoph•

'

BARES, BASILE
Piano
Bas ilc ' s Galop
Dt.lpl inc Valse Brillantc
Elodia - polka mazurka
La Cap~·icieuse Valse
La Crc'olc - march
Lcs Varicftes du Carua.val
Lcs Violettcs Valse
Mcn·y Fiity Lancers
Minuet Polka. de Salon

BONDS, MARGARET
Piano
Spiritual Sujtc
Ballet
Migration

•
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BONDS, (CO:NTD}
Arl Songs
The Ballad of the Brown King
The Negro Speak!:> of Rivers
Three Dream Po1·traits
To A Bro"vn Girl Dead
Choral
Mass in D Minor

BRlDGETOWER, GEOHGE
Cham 1.)Cr
Di atonica Armonica
German Flute and Harpsichord
Mandolin
Minuets for Violin
Piano
Forty-One Pianoforte Studies
Ballad
Henry
BURLEIGH, HARRY
Clamber
Six Plantation Melodies - violin and piano
Southland Skctche s - violin and piano
Piano
F1·om the Southland
Song Cycle
Down By The Sea
Saracen Songs
\\'ho's Dat Yonder
Art Songs
Ethiopia Saluting the Colors
In the Wood of Finvara
The Prayer
Ballads
Adoration
Dream Land
Five So:1gs of Lawrence Hope
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BURLEIGH,

(CONTD)

Jean
Little Mother of Mine
Love Found the Way
Myrra
One Year (1914-1915)
0 Perfect Love
Tl. c Dove and th c Lily
The Grey Wolf
The Jungle FlO'\\Cr
The Soldier
The Young Warrior
CHAMBERS, STEPHEN
Chamber
/il Elements - strings, flutes, clarinets, piano, glass,
bamboo chimes
Chamber

112 Sow1d Images -percussions, brasses, basses and sLx
female ,·oiccs
Piano
Sound-Gone
COLERIDGE-TAYLOR, SAMUEL
n. b. wo-rks arc listed by opus number instead of by classification.
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Op'.lS

Opus

2
..,
~

4
5
6

.,
I

OpllS 8
O},JllS 9
Opus 10
Opus 11
Opus 12
Opus 13
Opus 15
Opus 16
Opus 17
Opus 18

Quintet in G Minor
Nonet in F Minor
Suite de Pieces
Balladc in D Minor
Fantasies tuck~

Zara's Ear-Rings
Symphony· in A l\1inol·
T\\"O Romantic Pieces
Quintet in A
Southern Love Songs
Quartet in D Minor
Land oi the Sun
Hia\\ athan Sketches
African Romances
Morning and Evening Service in F
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COLERIDGE.-TAYLOR, (CONTD)
Opus

19

Opus
Op'JS
Opus
Opus
O·.)uS
Opus

20
21
2?.
23
24
25

Opus

26

Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus

27
28

Opus
Opus
0; us
O)US
O~)US

Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus

Opus
Opu~

Opus
Opus
Opus
Op~s

Opus
Op11s
Opus

Moorish Tone Pictures
L: ttle Songs for Little Folks
Gipsy Suite
Part- Songs
Four Characteristic Waltzes
Valse Caprice
In Memoriam
Dream Lovers
The Gilanos

Sonata in D Minor
29 Three Son~s
11
1
30 Scenes from 'The Song of lli.twatha
Hiawatha •s Wedding Feast
Tt..c Death of Mlmwhaha
CA·erture lo the Song of Hiawatha
Hia,•.atha.ts Departure
31 Three Humoresques
32
33 Ballade in A Minor
34
35 African Suite

36
37 Six Songs
38 Three: Sill ocet•es
39 Romance in G
40 Solemn Pn luc;e
41 f 1 Scenes From An Everyday Romance
# 2 Nourmahal 1 s Song
42 Tl.e ~out•s Expre~sion
43 The Blind Girl of Castel-Cuilld

44 Idy 11
45 Six American Lyrics
46 Toussaint L 1 CA erturc
1
4 7 f! 1 lncidental ~lus ic to ••Herod '
f. 2 Hemo Dance (scherzo)
48

49
50
51
52.
53
54
55

l\1eg Blanc
11
Incidental Mu::;ic To Ulysscs
Thr\;c Song-Poems
Ethiopia Saluting the Colors
Four f\o\'cllctten
Th~o· Atonement
Five Choral Ballads
Moorish Dance
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COLEHIDGE-TAYLOR, {CONTD)
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus

56
57

Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
OlJUS
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus

60
61
62
63
64
65

58

59

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Cameos
Sorrow Songs
Four African Dances
# 1 T,.;cmty- Four Negro Melodies
II 2 Homance
Kubla Klan
Incidental Music to t1Ncro 11

Symphonic Va.·iat ions on an African Air
Scenes de Ballet
Endymion 's Dream
Forest ScPnes
Part-Songs {SATB)
Bon-Bon Suite
Sea-Driit
Incidentdl l'v1usic to "Faust''
Three Fours, Vahe Suite
Thelma
Ballade in C Minor
Incidental :Music To The "Forest of Wild Thyme"
The Bamboula
A TaJ0 of Old Japan
Petite Sui tc de Conce1·t
Three Im;Homptus
Incidental :t-.1usic to ~"Othello•'
Concerto in G Minor
Two Songs
ff 1 "Hia\•,atha 1 ' Ballet Music
# 2 "Minchaha 1 '

n . b. works without opus numbers
Cl :1.mber
:\ Lovely Little Dream- salon orchestra
Fantaisicstuck in A Majo1·- violoncello
Six Easy Pieces- violin
Variations in B ~Hnor- violoncello
Piano
Four Lyrics
Melodies
Papillon
Two Improptus
Two Oriental Waltzc s
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COLERIDGE-TAYLOR, (CONTD)
Organ
Interlude
Thn!e Short Pieces
Two Albums
CUNNINGHAM, ARTHUR
Orcl estral
Adagio for St:ring O.·c~ estra and Oboe
Lullahye for a Jazz Daby
Chamber
Eclalettc- unaccompanied cello
Piano
Conccntrics
Engrams
Op(rJ.
Eis Natural G~acc- one act. mini-rock opera
Stage Works
Ostrich Feathers- children •s rock musical
Patsy Patch and Susan's D1·cam- Children •s musical
Shango
DA WSOl\1", WILLIAM
Neg1·o Folk &yrnphony fi 1
Scherzo
Chamber
Sonata in A- violin and piano
Trio in A- violin, cello, piano
de StUNT GEORGES, CHEVALIER
Opera
Ernestine- Co.n"ay in three acts
La Chasse
La Fille- Gaycon
L'Amour
Le :1\!archand de Manons
The Anonyn1ous Lov\!r
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DETT, NATHANIEL R.
Orchestral
Enchantment Suite (with harp)
Symphony in E minor
Tropic Winter-suite
Chamber
Listen To the Lambs- fantasia for violin
Piano Suites
Cinn<1mon Grove
End antm. nt
In th0 Bottoms
MagnoHa
Symphonic Suite in E minor
Tropic Winter
Orato"~"io

Th<.. C.1ariot Jublic~
The O.-dering of J\1o:.es
Art Songs
A Thousand Years or More
Magic Moon of l\1olten Cold

C 1.0ral
Don't lie Weary, Traveler
I'll Never Turn Back No 1-..:iore
Listen To The Larnbs
Music In the !1-Ene
FISCHEH, WILLIAM
C' an1ber
A Quiet J\1ovcmcnt
Batucada Fantastica- for two tapes and t ....vo percussionists
Gift of Lcsbos- cello, piano, and tape
Time I - saxophone, viola, ce1lo, percussions , and tape

FREE!>.IAi':', H. LAWRENCE
?ymphonic Poem
Tln' Slave
Opera
The Martyr

..

---..---~-

~-

--

......
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FREEMAN, {CONTD)
Octoroon
T1 c Plantation
The• Prophecy
The T1·yst
V<.tldo
Vendetta
Voodo
Ballet
The Zulu King
Jl·~NKINS,

ED1v1UND

Piano
A frican War D<'ncc
Pr/h ck: Rcligieuse
Sonata in A l\linor
KAY, ULYSSES

0 ·chcstral
A Short Overture
Aulcs
Concerto For Ore· estra
Fantasy VariatioLs
M1.rkings
Overture of Nc'\v Horizons
Port1·ait Suite
Pn'sidcntial Suite
R eve ric and Ro•1do
Serenade For Orchestra
Sinfo!'lia in E
Suite for Orchestra
SuitcFrom the Ballet : "Dans e Calinda"
11
Suit~ From the Film: "The Quiet One
Symphony
T:rigon
Umbrain Scene
Cl aml:>cr

Ancient Saga- piano and strings
Brass Quartet - two trumpets and two trom!Jones
Brie! E l egy - oboe and string
P ar t i t a in A - violin and piano
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KAY, (CONTD)
Pieta- English horn and strings
Serenade No. 2- four horns in F
Si.x Dances
String Quartet No. 2
String Quartet No. 3
Suite for Flute and Oboe
Suite f'or Strings
Triptych on Texts of Blake:- soprano, violin, cello, and piano

T rumpct

Fanfares~

four trumpets

Band
Co nee rt Sketches
ForevQr Free
Short Suite For Concert Band
Solem!l Prelude
Trigon
Piano
Four Inventions
Ten Essays Fox Piano
Two Short Pieces For Piano- 4 hand::.
Organ
0 ·gan Suite
Two l\kdi tat ions
O)cra
The Boor- one act
The Juggler of Ou1· Lady- on<: act
Cantata
Choral Triptych
Inscriptions From Whitman
Phoebus, A1·isc
Song of Jeremiah
Art Songs
Three Pieces After Blakl~- sop1·ano and orchestra
Choral
A Lincoln Letter
A New Song
A Wreath For Waits
Choral Triplych
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KAY, (CONTD)
C!: ristmas Carol
Come Away, Come Away Death
Emily Dickenson Set
Flowers in the Valley
Four llym:~- Anthems
Grace to You and Peace
How Stands the Glass Arounc1?
Hyn1. 1- A'!lthem on 11 Hanovcr"
Stephen Crane Set
Tear~, Flo\v No More
The Birds
The Epicure
The Light That Shines
Trium,·irate
Two Dunbar Lyrics
What's In A Name?
I<ERH. THOMAS
Piano
Easter l\1onday Swagger
Scherzino
Organ
Anguished American Easter
PEHTIY, JULIA

Orchestral
Episoch..,. for Orchestra
Shot·t Piece for Orchestra
Chamber

Pasto~·al for flute and strings

Violln Sonata
Opera
The Battle
The Cask of Amontillado
Art Songs
Homunculus, C . F . for soprano and percussionists
1
Seven Contrasts- baritone and cham _)c1· ensem'-'le
Stauat Mater- con iT alto solo ancl stl"ing orchestra

PE~H

Y, (CONTD)

Choral
Fragments of Lett~rs of Saint Catherine- chorus and orchestra
PRICE, FLORENCE

Orchestral
Concert Overture on Negro Spirituals
Symp1 ony in E l\1in0r
Chamber
Negro Folksongs in Counterpoint for String Quartet
Symphonic Poems
Sympbonic Tone Poem
Cl.oral
Little· 1\:C>gro Dances (or chorus and orchestra
SCHUYLER, PHILLIPPA DUKE
Orchestral
11
Rurnpelstilt.skin from ''Fairy Talc Symphony
§ymphonic Poem
Manhattan Nocturne
Piano
Eight Little Pieces
Pianologuc
Six Little Pieces
Sleepy HollO\\ Sketches
SMITH, HALE
Orchest1·al
Contours fo:!: Orchestra
Music for Harp and Orchest1·a
Chamber
-Epiccdial Variations- violin and piano
Faces of Jaz7..
Piano
Beyond the Rim of Day
Evocation
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SMiTH, (CONTD)
Stage \'Torks
Blood Wedding
Ycrma
Art Songs
In Memoriam- Beryl Hub(·nst<-in

SNAEH, SAMUF:L
Orch<' st ral
Gra~iella-

overture for full orchestra

n. b. no indication of types
Crane' Scene Lyrique
Lc C: . .J.nt des Canot:iers
Lc O.ant: du Depart
Rapellc-toi
Vampire
STILL, WILLIA:t,.i GRANT
Orchestral
A Deserted Plantation
Africa
Afro-American Symp!10ny
Archaic Ritual
Can 1 t Cha Line :Em
Danzas de Panama
Darker America
Dismal Swamp
Ebon Chronicl~
Festive Overture
Five Suites For Young Ame1·icans
Five Symphonies
From The Black Belt
Kaintuck
Little Red Schoolhouse
Old California
Pages From Negro History
Past.orcla
Patterns
Plain Chant For America
Poem
Prelude for St1·ings and Piano
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STILL, (CONTD)
Rhapsody
Symphony in G 1\Hnor
Sym?hony No. 3
Symphony No. 4 (Autochthonous)
The Amcrici.l n Scene
The Little Song That Wantc·d to be a Symphony
The Peaceful Land
The Princl' and the t-.l~rmaid
Wood Notes
Chamber
Incantaio n and Dance- piano and uboc
Suite for Violin and Piano
Band
From th<' Delta
To You America
Piano
Quit dat Fool'nish
Seven Traceries
Three Visions
Sym?honic Poem
From t h e Black Bell
From the 1Iea1·t of a Believer
From the Journal of a Wanderer
From the Land of Dreams
Levee Land
Log Cabin Ballads
Opera

A Bayou Legend - three acts
A Southern Interlude- two acts
Blue Steel
Costaso- thr~e acts
Highway I
Minette Fontaine- th rec acts
Miss Sally's Party
Mota-three acts
The Pillar- three acts
Troubled Island- three acts

Ballet
La Guiablesse
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STILL, (CONTD)
Lenox Avenue
Sahdji
lviot ct
The Voice of the Lord

Art Songs
Breath of a Rose
Kaintuck
Lcve(• Land
Song fo1· lhc Valiant
Song of Scpa ration
Twelve Negro Spirituals

SWANSOP-;, HO\'!AHD
Q;-clv-stral
Music ior St1·ings
Night i11lus ic
Sho1·t Symphony
Syrnphony No. 1
Symphony No. 3
Cham1.)cr
Noclun~c -

violin and piano
Sound Piece- brass quintet
Sujtc- cello and piano
Symphony No . 2- string quartet
Piano
Four Prdudes for Piano
Piano Sonata
Conce:-to
Concerto fo:- Orchestra
Concc rto for Piano and Orchestra
Songs
C11osts in L ove
I n The Time of Silver Rain

A~·t

Joy
Junk Man
Nit,ht Song

P ierl·ot
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SWANSON, (CONTD)
Still Life
The Negro Speaks of Hivcrs
The Valley

WALKER, GEORGE

Orchestral
Address for Orchestra
11
Passac..aglia from the "Address for Orchc:st1·a
Charn'.:>er
Antifonys for Cl amt_,cr Orcbe::;tra
Perimc·ters for Clarinet aml Piano
Sonata for Cello and Piano
Sonata for \"iolin and Piano
St1·ing Qua1·tel
Pi:-tno
---Sonata ~o.

1
Sonata No . Z
S11:1tial ~
Spektra

Concerto
Concerto for Trom~onc and Orchestra
Art Songs
Fifteen Songs
Five Songs io:- Voice and

Piano

C• oral
Gloria In Memo:-iam (SATB)
Stars (SATB)
Ten Works for Chorus
Three Lp·ics for (SATB)

WHITE, CLARENCE
OrclH stral
A Night in Sans Souci
Elegy
Kulrtmba Rhapsody
l\1cringue
Negro Rhanpsody
Symphony in D Mmor
Tambour

WHITE, (CONTD}
C·1amber
Bandanna Sl·ctches- violin and piano
Piece for Strings and Timpani
String Quartet on Negro Themes
Violin Suite 11 From tlll Cotton Fi~lds

11

Gonce rto
Violin Concerto No. Z in E Minor
_o_p~Ouanga

Art Songs
Fivt• Songs, Op. 39
Forty Negro Spixituals

WILSON, OLLY
01·chcstral
Three Ballets
Thre~ ~iovcments for Orchestra

Piano
Cetus
Piano Piece for Piano and EJ~.ctric Sound
A1 l Songs

And Death Shall Have No Dominion- tenor and pe reus sions
Chan:->on Innocent- Cot.t.ralto and two bassoons
Wry Fragm.z-nts- ten r and percussions

